Abstract—The demands for the network across data centers are becoming more and more intense recently. However, there are three problems need to be solved, i.e., the ever-increasing number of actual or virtual machines demands, effectively manage these different machines and maintain the effectiveness. A scalable network across data centers is a very important technology to solve them. This paper proposes a new software defined network (SDN) based scalable network framework and its significant characteristic is to build a scalable layer 2/3 network that across data centers over the internet by using SDN’s technologies. Our framework has high performances because: 1) The operation of encapsulating and unpacking packets is not necessary; 2) Routing paths can be pre-computed; 3) Traffic engineering to be implemented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For more than 20 years we have been using Layer 3 connectivity powered by dynamic routing protocols to route traffic between data centers, but adoption of virtualization and geo-clustering technologies is forcing us to re-examine our data center interconnect (DCI) models. Harnessing the power of virtualization allows organizations to view and treat their center interconnect (DCI) models. This paper proposes a new software defined network (SDN) based scalable network framework and its significant characteristic is to build a scalable layer 2/3 network that across data centers over the internet by using SDN’s technologies. Our framework has high performances because: 1) The operation of encapsulating and unpacking packets is not necessary; 2) Routing paths can be pre-computed; 3) Traffic engineering to be implemented.
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A scalable layer 2 network that may across the entire Internet will be an effective answer to these problems. Scalable layer 2 network architecture is derived from the need for data center service requirements. And it introduces the flexibility for allowing the insertion or movement of a device in a transparent fashion from the perspective of the IP layer. Virtualization technologies not only increase the density of managed virtual servers in the data center, but also exacerbating the need for scalable layer 2 network.

Software defined network (SDN) [5, 6, 10] may be another effective answer to solve the problem of large-scale network across data centers. SDN is an emerging paradigm in computer networking that allows a logically centralized software program to control the behavior of an entire network. But a pure SDN technology is still difficult to solve those problems mentioned above, the reasons are: (1) the configurations of controller in a pure SDN is very high, thus it is difficult to provide excellent performance for large-scale networks; (2) its scalability will become very poor due to the restrictions of flow table entries.

In order to integrate their respective advantages of scalable layer 2 network and SDN. This paper proposes a new SDN based scalable layer 2 network framework, which has three functional modules: fabric construction, broadcast tree creation and traffic engineering.

This paper is organized as follows: related works are described in section 2. In section 3, The proposed framework and problem definition are presented. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 4.
Software-defined networking (SDN) is an approach to computer networking which evolved from work done at UC Berkeley and Stanford University around 2008 [10]. SDN allows network administrators to manage network services through abstraction of lower level functionality. This is done by decoupling the system that makes decisions about where traffic is sent (the control plane) from the underlying systems that forwards traffic to the selected destination (the data plane). The inventors and vendors of these systems claim that this simplifies networking [6]. When a packet arrives at a switch in a conventional network, rules built into the switch’s proprietary firmware tell the switch where to forward the packet. The switch sends every packet going to the same destination along the same path - and treats all the packets the exact same way.

SDN requires some methods for the control plane to communicate with the data plane. One such mechanism, OpenFlow, is often misunderstood to be equivalent to SDN, but other mechanisms could also fit into the concept. The Open Networking Foundation was founded to promote SDN and Open-Flow as marketing using the term cloud computing became popular. SDN has attracted lots of efforts from both the research and industry community [4,6,10] after it was proposed.

In the existing SDN studies such as [2], the Controller is responsible for all the communications in the network: processing every packet-in messages and calculating the routing paths for each time of data transmission. This operation manner brings an extremely heavy burden onto the Controller, which highly challenges its efficiency and limits the scalability of SDN in practical networks [10]. This paper employs a totally different operation style for the Controller which highly releases its workload and solves the scalability problem:

- The routing paths of each pair of switches in the network are pre-computed at the booting up stage of the network;
- The ARP requesting messages can be resolved both by the Controller and the broadcasting in the networks, in a load balancing manner.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND THE FRAMEWORK

AS shown in Fig.1, our network across data centers is constituted by a number of sub-networks. Each sub-network contains a set of OpenFlow switches, each of which is linked with some hosts (physical machines or virtual machines (VM)). Some pairs of switches of different sub-networks have established layer 2 network tunnels (such as the GRE tunnel for connecting sub-networks to form a large-scale layer 2 network. The core of the network is a SDN Controller, which organizes the sub-networks to be a single fabric.

In Fig.1, the network has two sub-networks, where the red numbers indicate the switch IDs and the blue ones are the switch port numbers of each link. There are two tunnels between the two pairs of switches of the two sub-networks.

The main characteristic of the proposed method are as follows:

- All the switches use the LLDP protocol to find their neighbourhoods, the link attributes and the attached hosts, and then report them to the Controller. Hence, the Controller has the full topology of the whole network, which is used for fabric construction and broadcast tree creation at the network booting up stage.
- In each time of unicasting, the ARP requesting packet can be processed by the Controller and the broadcasting in the networks, in a load balancing manner. The ARP responding message not only contains the MAC address of the destination host, but also the access switch ID of the destination host. The queried switch ID is used to tag the data packets by the access switch of the source host, and then the packets are routed using the destination switch ID by the flow table entries created in the booting up stage.

Figure 2 depicts the process of a unicasting. When a host A wants communicate with a host B at the first time, it sends an ARP request message to its access switch. If B is directly connected to A’s access switch, the ARP request is resolved in the traditional manner; otherwise, the switch will forward the ARP request message to the Controller or the other switches, determined by the corresponding priorities of the flow entries.

If the Controller received the ARP request message, it will search the MAC address of B and the ID of its access switch in
its database that storing the topology. And then, the Controller sends an ARP responding message to \( A \) and two OpenFlow messages to the two access switches of \( A \) and \( B \) (switch 1 and 6) for loading the two flow entries as shown in the bottom of Fig.2, whose purposes are to tag the data packets using the destination switch IDs. Note that such flow entries must be stored in the flow table prior to the table for storing the entries that are created in the booting up stage.

After the ARP resolving is finished, the data packets will be tagged by the destination switch by the access switch of the source host. And then, the data packets are forwarded in the switch overlay based on the destination switch ID.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We build a testbed running on the OVS [3] based platform to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed network. And the experimental results are mainly focused on the average latencies of establishing a communicating path between two hosts and the end-to-end round-trip time of transmitting a packet.

In the experiments, two merits are used to validate the efficiency of the proposed method:

- **PCT (Path Construction Time):** the time needed for constructing the communicating paths for two hosts.
- **RTT (End-to-End Round-Trip Time):** the time used for transmitting a packet between two hosts.

Because the number of switches along a path will affect the values of PCT and RTT, for simply focusing on the results of PCT and RTT but without generality, the topology of the testbed is linear, as shown in Fig.3. The testbed is composed of two subnets of two universities in Shanghai, which are connected by the GRE layer 2 tunnel across the public Internet. Each subnet contains at most 100 OVS bridges created by Mininet [1] using the linear topology. The GRE tunnel is created in the two right-most and left-most switches of the two subnets. Each subnet is running on a PC server (Lenovo Think Server R630, CPU is Intel Xeon E5-2630*2, RAM is 16G DDR3-1333). We implement the proposed method based on the OpenDayLight [2] platform. And in the experiments, two other technologies are compared:

- **STP:** the traditional spanning-tree protocols.
- **ODL:** the build-in L2 switching of OpenDayLight, which works as the most existing SDN studies that the Controller have to install OpenFlow table entries at every switch along the path between two communicating hosts.

And we use SFabric to indicate the proposed framework.

![Fig. 3. Testbed of the Experiments](image)

![Fig. 4. The comparisons of the average PCTs among STP, ODL and SFabric with different hops](image)

The PCTs, as shown in Fig.4, are obtained while five VMs of the first bridge (the leftmost) are communicating with other VMs connecting to the bridges which are 49, 99, 149 and 199 hops away, respectively. Since SFabric has finished the fabric construction and made every switch know the routes to other switches after network booting up, the Controller just needs to install two flow table entries into the first and last switches while creating a path for a pair of hosts. Compared with other existing OpenFlow solutions that should install the flow table entry into every switch along that path, the path construction time (PCT), mainly spent on ARP resolving and the process of installing the flow table entries, are highly reduced. The PCT of ODL is the longest since it should install the flow table entry into every switch along a path, which is very time-consuming. The PCTs of STP are in the middle due to its broadcasting manner in ARP resolving. Lastly, SFabric just needs to install two flow entries into the first and last switches of a path, so its PCT is the shortest.
Since the amount of hosts in a network will affect the RTT, we set a scenario where various numbers of hosts exist in a certain subnetwork (i.e., SFabric with 1000 hosts in Fig.5 means there are 1000 hosts exist between the 1st OVS and another OVS when SFabric is used) in order to observe the disparities among the RTTs of STP, ODL and SFabric. From Fig.5 we can see that the RTTs of SFabric with different hosts are very close whereas the RTTs of ODL are much different from each other, which prove the delay influence caused by the number of hosts is limited to SFabric but serious to ODL. Furthermore, as the hosts or switches increase, the gaps among the RTTs of those three solutions are also enlarged correspondingly.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a large layer 2 network based on SDN technologies for interconnecting data centers. A central controller is used to manage the routing maps among the switches. But different from other SDN solutions, it employs a totally different operation style for the Controller, which highly releases its workload, forwards flows more efficiently and solves the scalability problem.

In the future, we will test our framework in the real network and promote its performance. And the traffic engineering components will be developed and studied in the future. Furthermore, the ARP resolving is only done by the Controller, which will pose a heavy burden to the Controller. How to relieve such burdens would be another future study direction.
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